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Abstract 

Three definitions for the Hochschild cohomology of schemes are considered and shown to 
coincide for quasiprojective schemes. In the smooth case, the associated Hodge spectral 
sequences are also shown to be isomorphic. 
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Following an idea of Grothendieck [lo], Loday [13,3.4] suggested defining the 
cyclic homology of schemes by sheafifying the standard complex and taking hyper- 
homology. This idea has been further developed in [6, Section 41, where a similar 
definition is also given for Hochschild homology, and in [19]_ A closely related 
definition for the Hochschild cohomology of schemes was given by Gerstenhaber and 
Schack [8] in terms of a categorical cohomology theory. 

For the case of Hochschild cohomology, however, there is a much simpler defini- 
tion. Recall that if A is an algebra over a field k, the Hochschild cohomology of A is 
defined to be H”(A, M) = Extie(A, M) where A” = A @I k AoP and M is an A-bimodule. 
We will be interested in the case where A is commutative (so A” = A Ok A) and M is an 
A-module, i.e. am = ma for a E A, m E M. If X is a separated scheme over k, we can just 
define the Hochschild cohomology of X, by analogy with the above definition, to be 
H”(Lo,, %) = Ext&,xr(OX, %) where % is a sheaf of Loxxx-modules. As above, we will 
mainly be interested in the case where % is a sheaf of Ox-modules which is regarded as 
a sheaf on X x X in the usual way by identifying % with 6,% where 6 :X -+ X x X is 
the diagonal map. This definition was also studied independently by M. Kontsevich. 

One of the main objects of this paper is to show that this definition of Hochschild 
cohomology agrees, for quasiprojective schemes over a field, with the one defined by 
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Gerstenhaber and Schack and the one defined by the Grothendieck-Loday method. 
As a consequence of this we can show that the cyclic cohomology of a projective 
scheme over a field with coefficients in a coherent sheaf is finite dimensional. 

For each definition of Hochschild cohomology, there is a Hodge spectral sequence 
which, in the smooth case, relates the Hochschild cohomology to the Hodge cohomo- 
logy of the variety. I will also show that for smooth quasiprojective schemes over 
a field, the two Hodge spectral sequences coincide. The Gerstenhaber-Schack Hodge 
theory [7] applies to their definition to show that the Hodge spectral sequence of 
a smooth projective variety over C degenerates to the Gerstenhaber-Schack Hodge 
decomposition of the Hochschild cohomology. It follows that the same is true of the 
Hodge spectral sequence corresponding to the elementary definition above. This 
provides a partial answer to the problem of giving a geometric interpretation of this 
Hodge decomposition. The search for such an interpretation was the original motiva- 
tion for the work described here. This result was also obtained independently 
by Kontsevich by a completely different method. See the remarks preceding 
Corollary 2.6. 

In a subsequent paper, I will show how to define Chern classes in Hochschild 
cohomology which, for smooth projective varieties over C, coincide with the usual 
topological Chern classes under the isomorphism obtained by comparing the 
Gerstenhaber-Schack Hodge decomposition with the classical one. 

1. Ho&child cohomology 

Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over a field k. As indicated above, we 
define the Hochschild cohomology of X with coefficients in a sheaf % of Lox-modules 
to be H”(Ox,%) = Extg,x,(Ox,%). 

The composition of functors HomO,,JUx,-) = Tohs O,,,(Ox,-) leads to the 
usual spectral sequence [9] 

E;’ = HP(X xX, ext;,,,(Ox,%)) + Ext;x+x4r(&,%) = Hpfq(&,%). 

Since extz,xI(O,,%) is supported on the diagonal, this can be rewritten as 

E;’ = HP(X, e~&,~(0,,%)) =a HP+q(OX,%), (1.1) 

which I will refer to as the Hodge spectral sequence for Hochschild cohomology since 
in the smooth case, following [8], we can rewrite it in a form analogous to the usual 
Hodge spectral sequence 

ET4 = HP(X, ~-2~) =a H;;‘(X, C) (1.2) 

of a complex manifold. This is done as follows. 
If % is locally free, we have ext&,,(O,,%) z ext&xI(O,,Ox)@%. 
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If X is smooth, ext’ _Qxxx(Ox,Ox) w A‘rS where Y is the tangent bundle of X [12]. 
Let &- = a”,,, where d = dim X. Since QqQ QdPq + sZd = x and QqQAqF + Ox 
are dual pairings, we have x @A‘rY % fide4 so, replacing 9 by .?+?O .9 in the 
spectral sequence (l.l), we get 

E”2 = HP(X, Qd,-’ 09) =a HP+yuX,x@9). (1.3) 

Except for the indexing and the presence of %?, this resembles the usual Hodge 
spectral sequence (1.2). 

For a smooth projective variety over C, ordinary Hodge theory shows that (1.2) 
degenerates to give the Hodge decomposition H”(X, C) = @p+q=nHP(X, 524). A sim- 
ilar result for (1.3) will be proved in Section 2. 

2. The hyperext definition 

Recall that if A is an algebra over a field k, we define A” = A OkA and A”& A by 
a @ b H ab. The bar construction on A is defined to be B,(A) = A &A@” &A. It is an 
A”-module and B.(A)&A is a free A”-resolution of A as an A’-module so that the 
usual Hochschild cohomology is given by H”(A, M) = Ext’$(A, M) = H”(HomAe 

(B.(A), JW) WI. 

Remark. If k is not a field, B.(A) is only relatively projective over A” so that 
Hochschild cohomology should be defined as a relative Ext in this more general case 
(see e.g. [S]). 

If M is an A-module, then Hom,+.(A),M) = Hom,(C.(A), M) where 
C.(A) = A@,pB.(A) so we have H”(A,M) = H”(Hom,(C.(A),M)). Note that 
C,(A) = A&A@” and C.(A) is a chain complex of A-modules. It is, of course, no 
longer acyclic. 

For our purposes, the following definition of the hyperext will suffice. 

Definition. Let &. be a chain complex of sheaves of U-modules which is bounded 
below, i.e. cc4, = 0 for n<<O. Let 9 be an O-module, choose an injective resolution 
0 + Y + 9’, and define lExt”,,(&., 9) = H”(Hom,&J., 9’)). 

Standard arguments of homological algebra show that this is well defined and is an 
exact S-functor in &‘. and in $9. The more general hyperext in which 9 is also 
a complex will not be needed here. 

Let X be a scheme over k. Define a presheaf on X by letting C.(U) = C.(T(U, 0,)). 
Let %?. be the associated sheaf. It is a sheaf of modules over ox. The Grothen- 
dieck-Loday type definition of the Hochschild cohomology can now be formulated as 
follows. 
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Definition. Let B be a sheaf of Ox-modules. We define HH”(X, Y) = ExtZ#., 9). 

The following is one of the main results of this paper. It will be proved in Section 10. 

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a quasiprojective scheme over aJield k. Let 9 be a sheaf of 
Lox-modules. Then there is a natural isomorphism of Sjiinctors H”(Ox,F) x 
HH”(X, 9). 

A similar definition can be given for cyclic cohomology. Let D.(A) be the total 
complex of Connes double complex [15]. As above we sheafify D.(A) getting a com- 
plex of sheaves 9’. and define HC”(X,F) = (Ext~,(~.,~). One has the usual exact 

sequence O+C.(A)+D.(A)-+D.(A)[-2]+0 leading to O+%?.-+g.+g. 
[ - 21 + 0 and therefore to Connes’ exact sequence. 

. . . + HH”-‘(X,9) --f HC”-2(X,P-) + HC”(X,9) + HH”(X,F) -+ .e. (2.1) 

Corollary 2.2. Let X be a projective scheme over afield k. Let 9 be a coherent sheaf of 
Ox-modules. Then for all n, HH”(X, F) and HC”(X, 9) are Jinite dimensional over k. 

For HH”(X,P)), this follows from Theorem 2.1 since H”(Ox,F) is clearly finite 
dimensional. It then follows for HC”(X,F) by induction on n using (2.1). 

Remark. Note that HH” and HC” are 0 for n < 0 in contrast to the homology groups 
HH, and HC, [20,1.1]. 

We can also define a Hodge spectral sequence associated to HH”(X,F). The 
construction can be done quite generally as follows. 

Lemma 2.3. Let d. be a chain complex of sheaves of O-modules which is bounded below. 
Then there is a spectral sequence 

E;4 = Ext;(H,(&.)$) * [Ext$+‘(d., 9). 

We need only filter Hom(d.,Y) by the degree of 9’. I will refer to this spectral 
sequence as the hyperext sequence. In particular, we can take &‘. = %.. Defining 
Zq = H&Z.), we get the Hodge spectral sequence 

E;’ = Ext;,(Z&F) * HHP+4(X,F). (2.2) 

One of the difficulties in dealing with the complex of sheaves %?. is that it is not 
quasicoherent in general. There is no problem, however, with Z. We first recall some 
standard facts concerning Hochschild homology. 

It is well known that Hochschild homology commutes with localization [2,5]. 
More generally, if A -+ B is flat, then B@AH,(A, M)A H,(B,B@AA4) for any 
A-module M [14, 1.1.17; 18,9.1.8]. This follows from the fact that Tor commutes 
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with flat base change since A’ + B’ is also flat. In particular, this applies if 
Spec A c Spec B is an open embedding of affine schemes. 

Write HH,(A) for the Hochschild homology H,(A, A). Most of the following lemma 
is contained in [2, Cor. 1; 6, 0.4; 11.81. 

Lemma 2.4. (1) The sheaves %q are coherent. 
(2) T(U, &) = HH,(T(U, 0,)) if U is afine. 
(3) If X is smooth, JK~ z LP for all q. 
(4) Zf X = Spec A, then 6*@.& %‘. is a homology equivalence where 9S. is the sheaf 

on X x X deJined by B.(A). 

Proof. The sheaf qs, is associated to the presheaf U H C,(T(U,O,)) so yi”4 is asso- 
ciated to the presheaf U H HH,(Z(U, 0,)). Suppose that X = Spec A is affine. The 
sets X, = Spec A, are a base of open sets and HH,(Z(X,, Ox)) = HH,(A,) = HH,(A), 
by Corollary 2.8. Therefore Y& is the sheaf corresponding to the A-module HHJA). 
This proves (2). Also Tor$(A, A) is a finitely generated module over A” and therefore 
over A which proves (1). Suppose now that X is smooth. If X = Spec A is affine, then 
by [12], we have HH,(A) = A*HH,(A) and HH1(A) = 0’. It follows that, for any 
affine open set U of X, & 1 U = a4 ( U. Since these isomorphisms are natural, they 
patch to give the isomorphism of (3). Finally for (4), note that A,OA:B.(As) = C.(A,) 
so that H,(6*9&) + H,(W.) is induced by the maps H&C.(A),)3 H&C.(A,)). 0 

We therefore get the following Hodge spectral sequence for smooth varieties. 

EP, = Ext$P, 9) * HHP+4(X, 9). (2.3) 

Since X is smooth, Qq is locally free so ex&,(Slq, 9) = 0 for j > 0 and the spectral 
sequence Et = H’(X, ex&(Qq, 9)) =S Ext;;’ (524,4) reduces to an isomorphism 

Ext&(Qq, 9) = HP(X, hs,JsZq,9)). Now ha&P, .9) = fiq@9 where we set 
fi = ha@,(P, Co,). As in Section 1, the dual pairing 5246 Qd-q + x shows that 
fiq@ F M 0d-4Q $? 09 so, after substituting $P @ L% for F, we get the spectral 
sequence 

E;‘= HP(X,Qd-q@F) * HHp+q(X,x@9) (2.4) 

with the same Ez and E, terms as (1.3). This leads to our second main result which 
will also be proved in Section 10. 

Theorem 2.5. Zf X is a smooth quasiprojective variety over a field k, the spectral 
sequences (1.3) and (2.4) are naturally isomorphic. More generally, the spectral sequences 
(1.1) and (2.2) are isomorphic if the sheaves Zq are all locally free. 

Remark. The local freeness condition cannot be omitted here. For example, if X is 
affine, the Ez term of (1.1) is HP(X, extzxxx (Ox, 9) which is 0 for p # 0, while that of 
(2.2) is Ext&(#q, F) which will only be 0 for all 9 and all p # 0 if zq is locally free. 
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The following result was also proved independently by Kontsevich using quite 
different methods. He does not reduce to the theorem of Gerstenhaber and Schack but 
instead gives a direct proof by taking the formal completion of X x X along the 
diagonal and using complexes of sheaves of differential operators to compute Hoch- 
schild cohomology. His method has the advantage of not requiring X to be quasi- 
projective. 

Corollary 2.6. Let X be a smooth quasiprojective variety over C. Then the spectral 
sequence (1.3) degenerates to give the canonical Hodge decomposition of Gerstenhaber 
and &hack, 

H”(Ox,Z-@F) = @) HP(X,SZd-40P). 
p+q=n 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for (2.4). Gerstenhaber and Schack [7] have shown 
that there is a Hodge decomposition for Hochschild cohomology in a characteristic 0. 
This is obtained from a natural decomposition of the complex C.(A) into a direct sum 
of subcomplexes C.(A) = @C!P$4). This leads to a decomposition H,(A) = epfqCn 
H,,(A) where H,.(A) is the homology of C!P$4). Using the results of [12], they show 
[8] that if A is smooth over k then H,,(A) = 0 for q # 0. (Gerstenhaber and Schack 
actually do this for Hochschild cohomology but the homology version follows with no 
further effort because H,(A) = Qilk is projective so H”(A,A) = HomA(H,(A),A).) 
Therefore the complex %. of sheaves splits into a direct sum %?. = @F?!~’ where 
%?!p) has non-trivial homology in one dimension only. This leads to a natural 
decomposition of the spectral sequence (2.2) into the sequences obtained from the 
double complexes Hom(?Z&!P’, 9’). These have E’j 2 = 0 for i # p and so degenerate to 
isomorphisms. 0 

3. The Gerstenhaber-Schack definition 

I will show here that the definition of Hochschild cohomology given by Gersten- 
haber and Schack [S] agrees with that given in Section 2. We first recall the definition. 

Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over k. Let A be the category of affine 
open sets of X and inclusion maps. In this section, a presheaf will mean a con- 
travariant functor on A (not on the category of all open sets of X). Since A is a base of 
open sets and is closed under finite intersection, the usual relations with sheaves on 
X still hold, i.e. the category Y of sheaves can be identified with a full subcategory of 
the category B of presheaves and the inclusion i:YcP has a left adjoint a:8 + Y, 
the associated sheaf functor. Also a is exact so i preserves injectives. 

Let 0” be the presheaf U I-+ T(U, cOx)@J(U, 0,) = T(U,Ux)e. Any sheaf F of 
@,-modules can be thought of as a presheaf over 0” using the map 
T(U, ox)e + T(U, 0,). Gerstenhaber and Schack define the Hochschild cohomology 
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of 9 to be Extze(O, 9) in the category of presheaves of P-modules. It is easy to see 
that this agrees with the definition given in [S, 20.1,28] except for the terminology 
and notation. The next theorem shows that it also agrees with the hyperext definition 
of Section 2. 

Theorem 3.1. Ext$(Co, 9) z HH”(X, P). 

Proof. Let g. be the chain complex of P-modules defined by U H B.(U) = 
B.(T( U, 0,)). Each B.(U) is projective over V(U) but, in general, W. is not projective 
over 0’. To remedy this, Gerstenhaber and Schack [8,19,20] take a further resolution 
9.g. of $I’. which is projective over 0’. I will use a variant of this construction here. 
This, like the 9. resolution, can be defined for an arbitrary presheaf of rings d. 

As in [S, 191, the functor R:Mod d + II Mod d(U) has a left adjoint L. For 
a presheaf J# of d-modules, we define P(Jz’) = LR(dZ). Explicitly, P(&)(U) = 

LI V30~(U)0.c4(V) J%!(V). Since R is exact, it follows that P(&) is a projective 
presheaf of &-modules if each h'(U) is projective over d(U). We have an adjunction 
map &:I’(&)+& and P(A)(U)+&(U) splits for each U since d(U)@,,,,~ 
(U) = A(U) is a summand of P@!')(U). Let Q(A) be the kernel of E. Then 
0 + Q(&)(U) + P(d)(U) + J(U) -+ 0 is split exact for each U. In particular, if all 
_&i'(U) are projective, so are all Q(&)(U). By splicing 0 + Q(d) + P(A) + 4' -+ 0, 
0 -+ Q"(d) -+ PQ(Jlil) -+ Q(Jif) + 0, etc., we get the required resolution 

... -Pz(~)~P,(~)jP,(~)-,~i!O 

where P,(A)= PQ"(A). For each U, 

... +P~(Jtq(u)-,P,(Jq(u)+P,(~)(u)+~(u)-,o 

is split exact. Also, if all J(U) are projective then all P,(.d) are projective. We write 
P"(M), etc. if it is necessary to specify the presheaf of rings d. 0 

Lemma 3.2. If A + 93 is a map of presheaves of rings, then W@dP"(M)~Pa 
(SlO_&), ~c3,Q”(~)-%Q”(930d.M), and ~OdP,“‘(Jt?~P,?W@_.+4for 
all n. 

Proof. The first assertion is clear from the 

@.c4~“,~(U)04V,.(V = g(U)o,(“,d(V 
The second statement follows from the diagram 

explicit form of P since 9(U) 
=B(U)@ acv,~(~)Od(v,~(v. 
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Note that the top sequence is exact since its evaluation at each U splits. The third 
statement now follows from the first two. 

Returning now to the case of O”, we see that P..$Y. is a projective double complex and 
its associated total complex is a projective resolution of Ox over 0”. Therefore 
Ext;e(Cox, F) = H”(Hom,e(P.g.,9)). Let 9 -9’ be an injective resolution of 
sheaves of Ox-modules. Since PB. is projective, Hom,e(P.W., 9) 
7 Horn&P.&., y’) (where the symbol 1 denotes a homology equivalence). 
Since 9. is a complex of Ox-modules, Hom,e(P@B., 9’) = 
Hom,,(Ox OeeP?B., 9’) = Hom,JP?(Ox O&9.), 9’) = Hom,,(P?@.), x’) where 
9. is the presheaf U H C.(P(U, Ox)). Since 9’ is injective as a sheaf and therefore 
as a presheaf, and Po”(B.)1+9., it follows that HomOx(9.,9’) 
+Hom,,(PfOx(9?.),9’). Now Horn@., 9’) = Hom,&zQ., 9’) = HomOx(%.,S’), 
where a is the associated sheaf functor. Therefore we have recovered the definition of 
HH”(X,8) given in Section 2. 0 

The Gerstenhaber-Schack Hodge decomposition considered at the end of Sec- 
tion 2 clearly agrees with the one given in [8] under this isomorphism. We could also 
define a Hodge spectral sequence in the Gerstenhaber-Schack theory by taking an 
injective resolution F + 9. of sheaves of O,-modules and filtering Hom,e(P.93., 9’) 
by the degree of 4’. It is clear that this agrees with the hyperext spectral sequence 
constructed in Section 2. 

4. Locally free resolutions 

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is much simpler in the affine case since we can use the fact 
that B.(A) is a projective resolution of A over A”. In the non-affine case, however, it is 
not even clear how to define an analogue of B.(A) as a complex of sheaves on X x X. 
The proof will therefore be given in three steps. First we consider the case in which 
%7. is replaced by a sheaf 6*9. where 3’. is a locally free resolution of 6,0x on X x X. 
Secondly, we use standard approximation techniques to generalize to the case where 
3. is only assumed flat. Finally we use a Tech patching technique to find such 
a complex which approximates the bar resolution near the diagonal. In the present 
section I will consider the first step. This can be done more generally for a closed 
embedding Y rX rather than just for the special case X=X x X. 

I will prove first some basic facts used in the proof. 

Lemma 4.1. Let &. and W. be chain complexes of sheaves which are bounded below. 
Then a homology equivalence &.A 93. induces an isomorphism between the spectral 
sequences 

Ext&(H,(&.), 3) =- lExt$:‘(&, ‘3) 
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and 

ExtP,,(H,@.), Y) - Ext;x’“(B., Y) 

of Lemma 2.3. Homotopic maps SZZ. + 99. induce the same map Ext”(g.,?J) + 
Ext”(d., Y) and the same map of spectral sequences. 

Proof. The first statement is clear from Lemma 2.3. For the second, if h N 0, then 
h factors through the mapping cone A?. of the identity map of ~2.. Since H.&K) = 0, 
the first statement implies that the spectral sequence for A’. is 0. IJ 

Lemma 4.2. Let 9. be a loclly free chain complex of sheaves and let d’ and 9P be 
cochain complexes of sheaves. Assume _.P., SK, and # are bounded below. If d’&.?B 
then h~&Y., &)&hs 0(_!Z.,99’). 

Proof. Since 9’. is locally free, filtering on the degree in 9. gives a map of spectral 
sequences which is an isomorphism at the El level. 0 

Lemma 4.3. If 9 is a flat B-module and 9 is an injective O-module then the sheaf 
hs @(%, 9) is injective. 

Proof. We have Horn&M, ha 0(%, 9)) = Hom,(A! Oe%, 9). This is an exact fun- 
ctor in A by the hypotheses. 0 

Lemma 4.4. Let d’ and w’ be cochain complexes offabby sheaves which are bounded 
below. If d’&S then Td’;rB’. 

Proof. Let V be the mapping cone of d A&. Then V is a flabby resolution of the 
zero sheaf so H’(IV) = 0. 0 

Lemma 4.5. Let i: YctX be closed. Then h_o_&$, i,a) = i,haoY (i*&,%?). 

Proof. For any %, we have Horn&%, hs 0X(&, &$?I)) = HomoX(% Qo,d, i&8) = 
Hom&i*(% @QzZ), 58) = Hom,,((i*% Oo,i*&), 99) = Homor(i*%, h_o__m O,(i*&‘, 98)) 
= Horn&%, i,hs e,(i*&‘,g)). 0 

Proposition 4.6. Let i: Y c*X be a closed embedding. Let 9. be a locally free chain 
complex on X which is bounded below. Let Y be a sheaf of Or-modules. Then there is 
a natural isomorphism of &functors in 9, Ext&(_!+?., i,Y) z [Ext&,(i*Z.,Y). 

Proof. Let Y -+ Y* and i, 9’ + f ’ be injective resolutions. Since i * is exact, i * 9’ + i *9’ 
is exact and we can find a map i,9’+ f’ over i,Y. By Lemma 4.2, haoX 
(_Y., i,$‘)+hz ,&Z., f’). By Lemma 4.5, the left side is i,hs &i*Z.., $‘). By 
Lemma 4.3, we see that hs ep(i*9., 9’) is injective so i,hs 0,(i*_?Z.,9S) is flabby. 
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Also ha 8,(_.Y.,$‘) is injective. By Lemma 4.4, T(X, i,hs 0,(i*5?.,9*)) 
&T(X,h_o__m,&Z.,$*)). This can be written Hom,l(i*~.,~.))~Hom~~(~.,8’)) 
and the result follows by taking cohomology. 

If we have a short exact sequence 0 + 9’ + 9’ + 9”’ -+ 0, we can choose exact 
sequences of injective resolutions 0 + .Y’ -+ 9’ + YU + 0, 0 + f” + 3’ -+ 9”’ + 0, 
and a commutative diagram 

0 -> $v. -> 6t’ - g”. -0. 

This leads to an exact ladder of cohomology showing that our isomorphism is one of 
b-functors. 0 

Corollary 4.7. Let 9. be a locally free chain complex on X x X which is bounded below 
and such that H,(A?.) = 6,0x and H&9.) = 0 for p # 0. Let F be a sheaf of Ox- 
modules. Then H”(Ox, 9) = lExt&(6*9., 9). 

Proof. The right-hand side is IExtiIxr (9., S&F) by Proposition 4.6. By Lemma 4.1, 
we can replace 9. by 0x. 0 

5. Spectral sequences 

In this section I will prove an analogue of Corollary 4.7 for the Hodge spectral 
sequences. We first recall some standard results about Cartan-Eilenberg resolutions 
[3]. I will use the following terminology. All complexes here are assumed to be 
bounded below. 

(1) A monomorphism i: A’ -+ B’ of cochain complexes is a CE-monomorphism if 
i,:H*(A*) + H*(B*) is also a monomorphism. 

(2) An exact sequence C”&C’B,C”’ is CE-exact if im f + C’ is a CE-mono- 
morphism. 

(3) I’ is CE-injective if whenever i:A’ + B’ is a CE-monomorphism, any A’ + I 
extends to B’ + I’. 

(4) A CE-resolution is a CE-exact sequence 0 + A’ + Co’ + Cl’ + ... where the 
C”’ are CE-injective. 

If we assume the existence of enough injectives, every cochain complex admits 
a CE-monomorphism into a CE-injective complex. Therefore CE-resolutions exist. 
The usual mapping theorem shows that any map of cochain complexes A’ + B 
extends to a map of their CE-resolutions and this extension is unique up to homotopy. 
If F is an additive functor, the hypercohomology spectral sequences of F are defined to 
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be the spectral sequences associated to the double complex F(C”) where C” is 
a CE-resolution of A’ [3]. In the construction of these sequences it is shown that 
H&(F(C”) = F(H,4(C”)) where H rI denotes the cohomology with respect to the 
differential in the complexes C”‘. 

We will mainly be interested here in the case where A’ is a cochain complex of 
sheaves and F = r which leads to the hypercohomology spectral sequence 
HP(X, H4(d’)) == WP’“(X, SP). 

Lemma 5.1. Let 4, be a chain complex of locally free sheaves on a scheme Y which is 
bounded below and such that H,(A.) is locally free for all q. Let 9 be a sheaf of 
&-modules. Then there is a natural isomorphism Hq(hom 0 (A.,Y))A .vrmr 
ha oy(Hq(A.), 9). 

Proof. If F is any contravariant left exact functor and C. is a chain complex we 
can define a natural map Hq(F(C.)) + F(H,(C.)) as follows. If Zh = ckr[C,+ I -+ C,], 
then F(Zh) = ker[F(C,) -P F(C,+ i)]. Now 0 + H, -+ Zb -+ C,- 1 is exact so 
F(Zb) -+ F(H,) annihilates the image of F(C,_,) and so factors through 
ckr[F(C,- i) + F(Zh)] = Hq(F(C.)). This gives us a natural map Hq(hD 0, 
(A’., 9’)) + hm ,I(Hq(A.), 9). It is sufficient to show it is an isomorphism locally. 
Locally, A. is the complex of sheaves associated to a complex M. of projective 
modules whose homology is also projective. It is well known that such a complex is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of elementary complexes. For example, if M, = 0 for n < 0, 
then M,, --f Ho is onto so we can write M0 = M0 0 Ho and split off the complex 
0 + Ho + 0. If H,, = 0, then Mi -+ M,, is onto so we can write M1 = A4; 0 M0 and 
split off the complex 0 --+ M,,&M,, + 0. In this way we split A’. (locally) into a direct 
sum of complexes of the form 0 -+ A’ + 0 and 0 -+ 444 + 0. The lemma is clearly 
true for such complexes. 0 

Corollary 5.2. If 0 + %I -+ % + %I’ + 0 is exact and A!. satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 5.1 then 0 + ha &B., %‘) + h_o__m &4., %) + ha &M., %“) -+ 0 is CE- 
exact. 

Lemma 5.3. Let A‘. be a chain complex of locally free sheaves on a scheme Y which is 
bounded below and such that Hq(A.) is locally free for all q. Let Y be a sheaf of 
t&-modules. Then the hyperext spectral sequence 

Ext;,(H,W.), Y) - Ext:y+q(A’.,9’) 

is isomorphic to the hypercohomology spectral sequence 

HP@, Hq(hz Or(d., 9))) * Wp+q(Y,h~o,(cA.,cY)) 

of the complex h= QI(A’., 9). 
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Note that if Y --) 9’ is an injective resolution then h~,J&.,Y) 
1 hao,(M.,Y’) so the hypercohomology sequence of Lemma 5.3 is also the 
hypercohomology sequence of hm &%‘., 9’). 

Proof. Let Y + 9. be an injective resolution of 9. Then 

0~h~.1(~.,~)~h~.Y(~.,go)~h~m,(~.,91)-, ... 

is CE-exact by Corollary 5.2. Let h= OY(~., Y) + j” be a CE-resolution. Then 
there is a map f; unique up to homotopy, making the diagram 

commute. Applying r gives Hom,,(&., 9’) = T(ha &M., 9’)) + r($*‘). By filter- 
ing Hom&%‘.,~‘) by the degree of 4’ we get the first spectral sequence of 
Lemma 5.3. The corresponding filtration of r(%“) gives the second spectral sequence 
of Lemma 5.3 so it will suffice to show that the induced map on E2 terms is an 
isomorphism. This map on the El terms is Hom&&(&.),9’) + T(H;,($“) which is 
obtained by applying r to ha B,(Hq(&‘.),.Y’) + &($“). By Lemma 4.3, 
ha &+G’.), 9’) is an injective resolution of ha O,(H,(_M.), 9’). By the properties 
of CE-resolutions, H&P) is an injective resolution of Hq(hs &#. , 9)) which is 
equal to ha,,(H,(_M.),Y) by Lemma 5.1. It follows that the induced map of E2 
terms is an isomorphism. q 

Lemma 5.4. Let i: Y ctX be a closed embedding. Let JS be a cochain complex of 
sheaves on Y which is bounded below. Then the hypercohomology spectral sequences 

HP( Y, fryd’)) * Wp+q( Y, al’) 

HP(X,Hq(i,&)) * WPfq(X,i,d’) 

are isomorphic. 

Proof. Choose CE-resolutions &” + 9” and i,d’ + f”. Since i, is exact, 
i * d’ + i,P is exact and so is HP(i .,&‘) + H&(i,F). Also there is a map f unique 
up to homotopy making the diagram 
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commute. Applying T(X,-) to f gives T(Y, 9”) = T(X, i,F) + T(X, 8”) where the 
double complex T(Y, F*) gives the first spectral sequence of Lemma 5.4 and the 
double complex T(X, $“) gives the second. It is enough to check that the map of E2 
terms is an isomorphism but this map is HP(Y,Hq(M)) = HP(X,i,Hq(d’)) 
1 HP(X, H4(i *&)). 0 

Proposition 5.5. Let i: YctX be a closed embedding. Let 2’. be a locally free chain 
complex on X which is bounded below. Assume that H,(8.) = F and H,(T.) = 0 for 
q # 0. Suppose also that H,(i*P’.) is locally free on Y for all q. Let 9’ be sheaf of 
Co,-modules. Then the spectral sequences 

Ext&(H,(i*_!?.), 9) =S lExti:‘(i*Z., 9’) 

HP(X, g&(F-, i,, 9)) * Ext~~q(F, i*Y) 

are isomorphic. 

Proof. The second spectral sequence is the one associated to the composition of 
functors Hom,,(F, -) = T(ha &F-, -)) applied to i,Y. Therefore if i,Y + $’ is an 
injective resolution of 9, then the second sequence is the hypercohomology spectral 
sequence of the complex ha &F, $‘). Let JZ,, = 9” for n > 0, do = Z,(Z.), and 
&,, = 0 for n < 0. Then Z.C~JS!.&F so hs o,IW., ~F+h~ o’x 
(A., $‘) &ha O,(F, 4’). Therefore these complexes have the same hypercohomol- 
ogy spectral sequence. Let 9’ + 9’ be an injective resolution on Y. Since i, is exact, 
i&f + i,9’ is exact and we can find a map i,9’ ’ . ’ -+ f over z&7. This map is clearly 
a homology equivalence and 9. is locally free so 
h~,x(9.,i,9’)2h~, .(.S?.,g*). By Lemma 4.5, ha ,,(Z., i,9’) M i,hs OF 
(i*Z.,$‘). The second spectral sequence of Proposition 5.5 is isomorphic to the 
hypercohomology spectral sequence of this which, by Lemma 5.4, is isomorphic to the 
hypercohomology spectral sequence of the complex ha ,,(i*.Z'., y’) on Y. By 
Lemma 5.3 this is isomorphic to the first spectral sequence. 0 

Corollary 5.4. Let X be a separable scheme offinite type over ajeld. Let 9. be a locally 
free chain complex on X x X which is bounded below. Assume that H,,(2’.) x 6,0x and 
H,(dp.) = Ofor q # 0. Suppose also that H,(6*2’.) is locallyfree on Xfor all q. Then the 
Hodge spectral sequences 

Ext&(H,(G*9.),9) =S IExt$:q((6*9.),9) 

HP(X, ext$ - xxx (0x,9)) =z- HPtq(OX,F) 

are isomorphic. 
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6. Flat resolutions 

In this section we show that the local freeness hypothesis on 9. in Sections 4 and 
5 can be replaced by a flatness condition. We begin with some well-known results on 
approximating complexes by locally free ones. 

Lemma 6.1. Let X be a quasiprojective scheme over a jield. Let %-&9 be an 
epimorphism of quasicoherent sheaves of Ox-modules. If 23 is coherent, then there 
is a locally free 3 and a map 9 + % such that the composition 3 + 9 + 9 is 
an epimorphism. 

Proof. By [ 11, Ch. II, Ex. 5.15e] % is a filtered union of coherent subsheaves. One of 
these will map onto 9 so we can assume that % is coherent. Extend % to a projective 
closure of X [ll, Ch. II, Ex. 5.151. If%(n) is the usual Serre twist of %, then %(n) is 
generated by global sections for n>>O [ll, Ch. II, Cor. 5.181 so we have an epimor- 
phism O,( - n)N++%. 0 

Lemma 6.2. Cl, 1.2.10,11.1.1(c)]. Let ~7. be a chain complex ofquasicoherent sheaves on 
a quasiprojective scheme. Assume that zK is bounded below. Suppose that Hi(x) is 
coherentfor all i. Then there is a chain complex 3. of locallyfree sheaves, also bounded 
below, and a homology equivalence 9.2 K. 

Proof. Suppose that 8i has been constructed for i I p in such a way that 
Hi(P’.) + Hi(x) is an isomorphism for i < p and is onto for i = p. Then 
Z&Y.) -+ Z,(x) + H,(K) is onto where Z denotes the sheaf of cycles. Let B be the 
pullback in 

Since Z,@‘.) maps onto H&K)), it is easy to check that the cokemel of 9’ + Z,(Y.) 
maps isomorphically to H,(K) and the image 93’p of B --f Z,(_Y.) is coherent. By 
Lemma 6.1 we can find a locally free 9b+1 and a map 3L+1 + B so that 
im[_Yk+l + Z&Y.)] = BP. By Lemma 6.1 choose 9i+1 locally free with Yg+, + 
Z,+,(~.)+H,+,(~) onto. Let .Y,+l = 3b+10Y%+1 and map it to 64, by 

9;+1 +B+Z,(3.)+_YP and by 0 on 9’s+1. Let TP+, map to &,+I by 

2;+1 -P+xP+, andYs+l -Z,+,(K)+&+,. This satisfies our conditions for 
p + 1 so we can iterate the construction. 0 

Lemma 6.3. Suppose we have two homology equivalences SK<JK and _FY--7S. 
which satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 6.2. Then there is a chain complex 9. of locally 
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free sheaves which is bounded below and a diagram of homology equivalences 

which commutes up to homotopy. 

Proof. Let 4. be the mapping cone of the identity map of X.. After a shift of 

dimension we have an epimorphism A’.+K. Let ‘3. be the kernel in 

o + 3. + _Y[ @ _Y: 0 A. + LX. + 0. Then S.<91. By Lemma 6.2, we can find 

_!Y.*$J.. The diagram 

commutes. Since A’. is contractible, the diagram obtained by omitting A?. is com- 
mutative up to homotopy. 0 

Lemma 6.4. Let f : P. + $9. be a map of chain complexes of sheaves over a sheaf of rings 
d. Assume that 9. and ‘3. are bounded below and that F. and ‘3. areflat over d. Let 
d + 99 be a map of sheaves of rings. If f is a homology equivalence, then so is 
10 f :B@,F. -tBQ&C!?.. 

Proof. Let 4. be the mapping cone off. Let Ai = 0 for i < p SO that A’. has the form 
. . . +dp+l -+ AP -+ 0. Break A. into short exact sequences 0 + Z,+I + 

A? p+l-'~p-,0,0-*~p+2~~p+2'~p+l + 0, etc. Induction shows that all Zi are 
flat over d so we can tensor these sequences with 93 and reassemble them to see that 

H.(gO_&.) = 0. 0 

Proposition 6.5. (1) Let X be a quasiprojective scheme over ajeld. Let 3’. be ajlat chain 
complex of quasicoherent Coxxx-modules which is bounded below. Assume that 
H,,(S.) = &Lo, and H&3.) = Ofor q # 0. Then H”(tJx,.F) = IExtiX(G*%.,.F). 

(2) Suppose also that H,(6*9.) is locally free for all q. Then the spectral sequences 

Ext;X(H,(G*%), 9) =z. lExt;xf’(@*%), P) 

and 

HP(X, exti - xxx (0x,9)) + HP+q(0X,2F) 

are isomorphic. 
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Proof. By Lemma 6.2 we can find a locally free complex 2. with 9.<9.. By 
Lemma 6.4, 6*.9.&6*9.. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.7, 
[Ext&(6*9.,%)*[Ext&(G*_?Z’.,%) = H”(O,,%). If we choose a different 9’1-79., 
Lemma 6.3 shows that we get the same isomorphism. The same argument applies to 
(2) using Corollary 5.6. 0 

The special case of Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 where X is affine follows immediately from 
this. 

Corollary 6.6. Let X = Spec A be an afJine scheme of finite type over a field. Then 
Theorem 2.1 holds for X. If X is smooth, Theorem 2.5 also holds. 

We need only take ‘9. to be the complex g!. defined in Lemma 2.4(4). 

Remark. If % = M” for an A-module M, then H”(Ox,%) = H”(A,M) and the 
Hodge spectral sequence (1.1) degenerates to an isomorphism r( ~&~~(0,,%)) = 
H”(A, M). This follows from the standard fact that on an affine scheme Y = Spec B we 
have Ext&(M”, N” ) = Ext$(M, N). Also, if B is noetherian and M is finitely gener- 
ated, then ext&(M”, N” ) = Exti(M, N) - which is quasicoherent. 

7. Sheaf theoretic lemmas 

I will recall here a few fairly general facts about sheaves on schemes which will be 
useful in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.5. Presumably they are all well known. 

The following lemma will be needed to verify the flatness assumptions of Section 6. 

Lemma 7.1. Let M be a presheaf of modules over the presheaf of rings R. Let &Z and 
58 be the associated sheaves. If M( U) isflat over R(U) for all open sets U then Jr? isf7at 
over 93. 

Proof. We first observe that if N is another presheaf of modules over R with 
associated sheaf .N then &O&f is the sheaf associated to the presheaf 
U H M(U)@,&(U). This is easily checked by showing that the map 
MORN --f 4 Osl.N induces an isomorphism of stalks. The functor _&Ow- is right 
exact in any case. By the above remark, J&‘@~% is the sheaf associated to the 
presheaf U H M(U)@,,,,r(U,%). This functor is left exact in % and therefore so is 
Jz@w%. 0 

We will also need the following simple observation. 

Lemma 7.2. Let f :X + Y be ajut affine morphism. Let % be quasicoherent andflat on 
X. Then f,% is JEat (and quasicoherent) on Y. 
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Proof. We can clearly assume that Y and therefore X is affine so we can write 
f : Spec B + Spec A. Let % correspond to the B-module M. Then f,% corresponds 
to M considered as an A-module. Since M is flat over B and B is flat over A, M is flat 
over A. 0 

Lemma 7.3. Let f :X -+ Y be an afine morphism. Then f, preserves quasicoherent 
sheaves andf, : q-Cob(X) + q-Cob(Y) is exact. 

Remark. In particular, this applies if Y is separated and X is an open set of Y. 

Proof. The assertion is local on Y so we can assume that Y is affine. Therefore f has 
the form f : Spec B + Spec A. If % in q-Cob(X) corresponds to the B-module M, then 
f,(%) corresponds to M considered as an A-module. The assertion is obvious in this 
case. 0 

Lemma 7.4. Let 

be a Cartesian diagram with f afine. Then there is a natural isomorphism 
g*f*>jI;g’* : q-Cob(X) -+ q-Coh(S’). 

Proof. The base change map g*f* +fig’* is defined for any commutative diagram. Its 
construction commutes with localization on S and s’, i.e. if S and S’ are replaced by 
U and U’ where g(U’) c U and X and X’ are replaced by f-‘(U) and f’- '(U'). 
Therefore we can assume that S and S’ are affine so the diagram takes the form 

Spec B’ ” > Spec B 
I I 
f 1 I 

f 

Spec A ’ g l Spec A. 

If % corresponds to the B-module M, then g*f,% -fig'*% corresponds to the 
map of A’-modules A’ OA M + B’ @I~ M. Since the diagram is Cartesian, B’ = A’ OA B 
so B’BBM = A’OABOBM = A’QAM as required. 0 

The following is a very simple case of flat base-change. Note that the maps i 
and j here are open embeddings so the functors i* and j* are just restrictions to an 
open set. 
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Lemma 7.5. Let f :X + S and let U be an open set of S. Consider the following 
Cartesian diagram. 

If 9 is a sheaf on X then i*f*F = g* j*P on U. 

Proof. If W is an open set of U, one calculates immediately that r( W, i*f*9) = 
r(f-‘W,F) = T(W,g, j*F). 0 

8. Presheaves of sheaves 

In Section 9 we will consider the Tech complex of alternating cochains for 
presheaves with values in an abelian category, specifically, in a category of sheaves. 
This idea occurs in [ 11, Ch. III, Section 43 which was the inspiration for most of this 
section. Since this is not a very familiar situation, I will review here the few facts 
needed. 

Let Q be a presheaf on a topological space X with values in an abelian category &. 
If I/ c U, the notation p : Q(U) + Q(F’) will denote the restriction map. Let 
%2 = { Ui}isl be a finite open covering of X. Assume that the index set I has been 
simply ordered. Define Vi, ._. i, = Vi, n ~~~nUi~andletC”(~,Q)=~~,<...<i~Q(Ui,...i,). 
Let pi, ,., i.1 C”(%, Q) + Q(Ui, _.. in) be the projection. Define E: Q(X) + CO(%!, Q) by 
piOe=p:Q(X)+Q(Ui). Define 6,:Cn(%!,Q)+C”+1(%,Q) by Pio,..in+106,= 

P”Pio...Cv...in+l where p:Q(Ui,...~v...i~+,) + Q(Ui,...i,). Define d = C(- l)‘&. Then 
dd = 0 and d& = 0. To see this we can apply the embedding theorem for abelian 
categories [4,17] to reduce to the classical case of presheaves of abelian groups. If 
& is a category of sheaves we can just use the stalk functors in place of the embedding 
theorem. 

It will be convenient to extend the definition of the projections by letting pi, ,__ in = 0 
if i, = i, for some p # v and defining pai, .., ai. = sgn(o)piO .._ i, for any permutation 0 of 

ii0 ..f in}. 
Suppose Y = { I$} jsJ refines Q. Choose a: J + I such that Vj c Uacj, and define 

a*:C”(%!!,Q)+ C”(V,Q) by requiring pj,...j,oOl* = p~p~(j~)...~(j~) where P:Q(U,(~,,)....(~~) 
-+ Q(Vj, ..,j,). Then, as above, we can check that u* is a cochain map and commutes 

with E. 
In particular, if -Ir = % and J = I with a different ordering, we can choose c1= id 

and one verifies immediately that c1* is an isomorphism. Therefore, up to isomor- 
phism, the complex C*(@, Q) is independent of the ordering. 
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Lemma 8.1. Suppose that Vi = X for some i E I. Then 

0 + Q(X)L Co@!!, Q)& C’(“B, Q)& ... 

is exact. 

Proof. We can assume that i = 0 is the least element of I. Define 
S:C”(‘B, Q) -+ C-l(‘B,Q) as follows. If il < ... < i,, let pi, .,.i.oS = 0 if il = 0. If 
il > 0, let pi, . ..i.oS = pail ,..i; Note that Q(Uoil ,,.i,) = Q(Uil . ..i.) SO there is no prob- 
lem with restriction. One checks easily, as before, that dS + Sd = 1 in positive degrees 
and that dS + Sd = 1 - spa in degree 0. 0 

We now consider a specific example from [ll, Ch. III, Section 41. 

Definition. If % is a sheaf on X we define a presheaf Px% on X with values in the 
category of sheaves on X by Px% { U} = iu. i2;(%) where iu: U-X. Similarly, if 
W c V c X let PV%{W} =j,(%l W) wherej: W+V. 

Note that T(W,P,%-(U)) = T(Un bk, %) so if I/’ c U, restriction from U n W to 
I/n W gives us a map P,%{U} + Px%{V}. 

Lemma8.2. ZfVcXisopenthenPx%{U}IV=PV%{UnV}. 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.5 taking f and i to be the 
inclusion maps of U and I/ in X. 0 

Now let & = { Ui}iel be a finite open covering of X. If V is an open set of X we write 
42nV = {UinV}. 

Corollary 8.3. G(%!, P,%) 1 V = c’(% n I/, PV%). 

The following is proved in [ll, Ch. III, Lemma 4.21. 

Lemma 8.4. Zf 92 is a covering of X then H”(c’(42,P,%)) = % and 
H’(C’(42, Px%)) = Ofor i # 0. 

In other words we have an exact sequence 

o-+%~cO(~,Px%)+cl(~,P,%)-+ *** 

where E is induced by the maps % = Px% {X} + Px% { Vi}. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show the exactness locally since all terms are sheaves on X. If 
V lies in some set of & then Lemma 8.1 applies to an V, so by Corollary 8.3 the 
restriction of our sequence to V is exact. 0 
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Corollary 8.5. If %=“’ is a cochain complex of sheaves then e:F’ + C*(%, P,F),,,,, is 
a homology equivalence. 

Proof. Filter C’(%, PxF) by the degree of Px9* and filter 9. by degree. By Lemma 
8.4, Ey4(FG’) + E~q(C’(22, PxF)) is an isomorphism. If $2 has d + 1 sets then 
Cp(42-) = 0 for p > d so the spectral sequence converges and the result follows. 0 

Note that P”I’ is not required to be bounded below here because 22 is finite. 

Lemma 8.6. Let q = { Ui} be a jinite open covering of X. Let M’ and N’ be cochain 
complexes of presheaves. If M’( U) 2 N’(U) is a homology equivalence for all U then 
so is c’(%!, M’) + C’(??J!, N’). 

Proof. Filter by the degree of C(%,-). The resulting spectral sequences have ET’- 
terms Cp(%, Hq(M’)) and Cp(%, Hq(N’)) so the map of El-terms is an isomorphism. As 
in the proof of Corollary 8.5, the spectral sequences converge and we are done. q 

9. The &ch patching trick 

Let X be a quasicompact separated scheme. Suppose for each affine open set 
U c X we are given a sheaf Yu of &-modules. Suppose also for V c U we are given 
puV:Yt,l T/ + YV such that puu = id and puw = pVw(pvVl W) if W c V c U. If the 
puv are isomorphisms, we can patch the sheaves Yu together to get a sheaf of 
Ox-modules. If the Yu are complexes and the p vv are just assumed to be homology 
equivalences, we will construct a similar patching up to homology equivalence using 
the method of Lemma 8.4. 

As in Section 8, let PxY{U} =jvZv wherej,: UcrX. Then r(W,Px,sP{U}) = 
r(UnW,Yv). If V c U, we define P&Y(U) +P,Y{V} to be given by 
T(UnW,9’o)+r(VnW,YvIV)J%r(VnW,Yv). This makes UHP#‘{U} 
a presheaf. We recover the situation of Section 8 if ,4pu = Y( U for a sheaf of 
Ox-modules P’. If W c V c X, we define similarly P&Y{ W > = j*.40w where 
j: Wc,V. 

Lemma 9.1. If the 9.v are chain complexes of quasicoherent sheaves of &-modules and 
each pvv: 9.o 1 V + xv is a homology equivalence, then there is a natural homology 
equivalence P&7. { U} I V--G PvY, { U n V}. 

Proof. Applying Lemma 7.5 to 

unv”, u 

j’ 1 1 i 
v i,x 
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shows that P&Z(U)IV = i*j,(%v) =j;(%oIUnV)JQj&%o,r) = Pv%(UnV). 
By Lemma 7.3, this is a homology equivalence. 

Let a be a finite open affine covering of X and consider the double complex 
c’(a!, Px%.). The total complex of this is well behaved since @ is finite. 

Corollary 9.2. Let % be as in Lemma 9.1. Then there is a natural homology equivalence 
of total complexes C-(+2!, P,%.) 1 T/a C’(a n V, Pry.). 

Proof. Let I = {iO, . . . ,i.> and u1 = vi,,... ,i: Then C”@!, P,%) 1 v = 

nP,%{U,} 1 Vl,nP,%{U,n V} = C”(4Yn V,P,%) by Lemma 9.1. Therefore we 
get an isomorphism of Er-terms. 0 

If v is affine, we have an augmentation E : Pv% {V} = %V -+ C”(@ n V, Pry.). 

Lemma 9.3. Let % be as in Lemma 9.1 and let V be an affine open set of X. Then 
E: %v -+ c’(@ n V, P,%.) is a homology equivalence. 

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 8.4, it is enough to prove this locally. Let W be an 
affine open set lying in some set of the covering a. Then we have 

The bottom arrow is a homology equivalence, since if we filter c’(G!Z n W, Pw% and 
Y.W by the degree of ~7.~ we get an isomorphism of Er-terms by Lemma 8.1. [7 

Remark. The homology equivalences %v-7 C’(?& n V, Pv%) GC’(‘42, P_x%) I V 
show that c’(q, P,%.) does give the required patching up to homology equivalence. 

These results apply in particular to the sheaves %44, = C.(T(V, 0~)) _ on 
a quasicompact separated scheme X. The condition that %u I V + %V be a homology 
equivalence is satisfied since r(V, Co,) Or(o,O,J C.(T(U, Oo)F+ C.(P(V, 0,)) by the 
remarks preceding Lemma 2.4. 

Let q. be the sheaf on X associated to the presheaf U H C.(T( U, 6x)). If U is affine, 
we have a map %” = C.(T(U, Ox))” + +J?. I U induced by the maps C.(T(U, Ox)), + 
C.(T(U,,cOx)) where US c U is the open set where s is invertible. By Lemma 2.4(4) 
applied to U, %“-G V. ( U is a homology equivalence. 

Lemma 9.4. If 42 is afinite open a&e covering of X then c’(@,Px%) + C’(42, Px~.) is 
a homology equivalence. 
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Proof. The obvious approach, applying Lemma 8.6, fails because V. is not 
quasicoherent so we cannot apply Lemma 7.3 to show that PxY.{ U> = 

j, %” +j*(W. I U) = Px%. { U} is a homology equivalence. Instead we proceed as 
follows. It will suffice to show that C*(%!,Px%)l V + C’(%,P,W.)( V is a homology 
equivalence for all affine open V which are contained in some set of %. We have, by 
Corollary 9.2, Lemma 9.3, Corollary 8.3, and Lemma 8.4, 

and the result follows. 0 

10. Proof of the main theorems 

Let X be a quasicompact separated scheme over a field k. If U = Spec A is an affine 
open set of X then U x U = Spec A”. Let g.u be the complex of quasicoherent sheaves 
on U x U associated to the complex of A’-modules B.(A). Then W.u is a resolution of 
&*Ou by flat quasicoherent sheaves of Or_, x c- modules. By Lemma 2.4, we have a map 
&$g’.ca V. I U which is a homology equivalence. The aim is to patch together the 
sheaves g.u (up to homology equivalence) to produce a global complex having similar 
properties. We do this by a variant of the construction of Section 9. 

Define d. { U} = i,%?.~ where i: U x UctX x X. Note that b. { U} is quasicoherent 
by Lemma 7.3. If U and V c U are affine, the map B.(T(U,&)) + B.(T(V,Co,)) 

induces a map 3.u I V x V + ~23.~. Therefore, we get b. { U} + B. { V} and it is easily 
verified that d. is a presheaf on the category of affine open sets of X (with values in the 
category of sheaves on X x X). Let %! be a finite affine open covering of X and define 
9”: = C’(&,b.). Let Y.” be the sheaf associated to C.(T(U, Oo,)) as in Section 9. Since 
C.(A) = A@,el?.(A) we 

j,S$a.,. 

By Lemma 7.4 applied 

i i 1 ,l 
x 6 xxx 

have 9.e = 6tg’.U and therefore Px-Y.(U) =j*y.u = 

to the diagram 

we see that j*@g., z S*i,9?.u = 6*b. { U}. Therefore 6*1. { U} = Px,4p. { U} and 
Lemma 9.4 shows that C(@,6*&.) + c’(%,P,%?.) is a homology equivalence. Since 
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@ is finite, it is clear that C’(a,S*&.) = 6*c’(@,&.) = 6*%1. By Corollary 8.5, 
+$.A I?($?!, PxG$.) is a homology equivalence. Let %. denote the total complex of 
%.’ and let $9. denote the total complex of C’(@,Px@.). We now have homology 
equivalences 6*%. + ‘9. Lg.. Therefore, H,(6*%.) z HJW.) = Sq. 

Now S?.” + S,*(O,) is a homology equivalence and therefore, by Lemma 7.3, so is 
b.(U) + i,&(cO,). Also i,&.(cO,) = S,j,(O,) = 6,PxOx{U}. By Lemmas 8.6 and 
8.4, we get homology equivalences %: = C’(@, 8.) + c’(+J, 6,P,O,) &-6,0x show- 
ing that H,(%.) = 6,0x and Hi(%,) = 0 if i # 0. Now %. is flat on X x X since Z#‘.” is 
flat and therefore b.{ U} is flat by Lemma 7.2. By Proposition 6.5(l) we have, for 
a sheaf of Lo,-modules JY, H”(&, &&!) = lExt&(s*%.,k!). Therefore 
H”(Ox, A) = ExtgJV., _M) using the homology equivalences 6*% + $9. A%.. This 
proves Theorem 2.1. 

For Theorem 2.5, H,(d*%.) z 3Yq is locally free by hypothesis so Proposition 6.5(2) 
shows that the spectral sequences 

Ext&(H,@*%.),_&) * Ext;:‘(6*%+@) 

and 

HP(X, ext$ w1 XXI (U,, A)) =S HP+q(LOX, .&if) 

are isomorphic. Using Lemma 4.1 and the homology equivalences 6*%. + 9. &-g. 
again we see that the first spectral sequence is isomorphic to 

proving the theorem. 
The resulting isomorphisms are independent of the choice of the covering @. To see 

this, it is sufficient to compare S with a refinement V. In this case we have a map 
C(@,-) + C’(V,-) which is compatible with E. We have %. = c’(@, 8.) + %i 
= C’(-lr, a.), and 9. = C’(@, Px~.) + 3: = C(V, P,Gf?.). This gives us a commutative 

diagram 

from which it follows easily that the isomorphism is the same for @ as for -Y. 
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